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YOUR LOCALLY OWNED BANK

We’re known
for helping
with your
finances...
Now we’d like to help out
in the kitchen!

LINCOLNWAY OFFICE:
1442 Lincolnway
MIDTOWN OFFICE:
1329 N. 2nd Street
CAMANCHE OFFICE:
403 S. Washington Blvd.
Lobby: Monday - Friday 8:30 - 4:30;
Saturday 8:30-Noon
Drive-up: Monday - Friday 7:30 - 5:30;
Saturday 8:00 - Noon

Open a new checking account* and receive a
complimentary recipe box.
You’ll be
automatically enrolled in the Recipe of the
Month Club. Included each month with your
statement you’ll find a personal recipe from the
bank’s staff along with helpful banking tips.

Toll-Free (877) 902-1442 563-243-6000
TouchTone Banking 1-800-584-8792

www.BankAtCFB.com
*Checking accounts require a $100 minimum to open.
The offer is for a limited time and subject to change without notice.
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Kitchen Kaleidoscope
Couture colors have stepped off the runways, onto
appliances – and perhaps all over you. Here’s how to
avoid color chaos in the kitchen.

WELCOME HOME!

Your home is important, not only because it’s a major
financial investment, but also because it’s the place
where your family gathers to share wonderful
moments together. That’s why we’re pleased to bring
you this edition of HomeStyle, your source for up-todate home-improvement information and creative decorating ideas that truly make your house a home.

Ready, Set … Finish: Beyond Chrome and Brass
Back in the day it was a simple task to select a finish
for cabinet pulls, handles, hardware and fixtures. No
more. Now, start early – and bring a color wheel.

Big Makeover, No Sledgehammer Required

A Spot to Scrapbook, A Corner to Crochet

It doesn’t take a construction crew to perform a warmweather facelift. Find out how to choose the right
blend of color, fabrics and textures to make your home
young again.

A craft room tailor-made to suit your interests can
nourish your inner artist – and clear your groaning
cupboards of creative clutter.

Meet the Designer: Thomas O’Brien

Designer Thomas O’Brien, a rising star in home furnishings, loves the sunnyside-up optimism of 1950s
design. His own clean, happy look is finding a home
with a new generation.

Beaming with Pride
ON THE COVER: A living room in the signature
“dress casual” style of home furnishings designer
Thomas O’Brien. Image courtesy of Hickory Chair.

Life on the Outside

To create a backyard sanctuary, start with the colors,
textures and accessories of the great indoors.

Faux ceiling beams add architectural charm and
depth to a dreary ceiling. Follow these instructions.

Plus:

‘8-Step Cure’ for Problem Rooms
Laundry: From No Room to Showroom
Hands-Free Ready for Mainstream?
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See us for all your remodel
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in your home and business.
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Purple reign: Pastels, as seen in this lavender-clad room, are the hot trend in room color. A bright coat of paint can help you
spruce up your space and fall in love with a room all over again.

Big Makeover…
NO SLEDGEHAMMER REQUIRED

BY HANNAH SELIGSON
CTW Features
t’s what every homeowner and
renter thinks about when the
weather turns warm and you
can finally see, for the first time in
months, what the darkness of winter
has been shielding. Maybe it’s your
tired-looking floors, dreary curtains,
a dark room, an unused large space
or a dismal color scheme that’s
depressing your living space.
But how do you give a space a
no-structural-impact remodel, a
shot of drama, without big expense,
sledgehammers or ruining walls?
Jenny Fischbach, a senior designer at Cullman & Kravis, a New
York-based interior design firm,
says that something as simple as a
really great photograph or print can
do a lot for a room. “I’d say get a
print from a great artist, like Ed
Roche. I think an object can really
change a room.”
Moldings are another way to go,
says Jamie Drake, of New Yorkbased Drake Design Associates and
author of “Jamie Drake’s New

I

It doesn’t take a construction crew
to perform a warm-weather facelift.
Find out how to choose the right
blend of colors, fabrics and textures
to make your home young again.

American Glamour” (Bulfinch
Press, 2005).
“A bold crown molding can be
easily installed by even a moderately talented carpenter,” Drake says.
“Your local lumber yard should
have a selection of unfussy but
good shaped molding.”
Adding color also is an easy way
to spruce up a space. Drake, a
color expert, suggests that painting
the walls a vibrant color can rekindle a romance with any room. “I’m
especially fond of Benjamin Moore
paints, for the clarity of their color
and their consistent quality of their
product. I recently painted a room
in a sweet orange with an eggshell
finish for a bit of sheen. I painted
the ceiling in the palest shade of
tiffany blue.”
But paint isn’t the only thing you
can put on your walls. If you are
looking to give a room a more cozy
feeling, Lucinda Lester, the owner
of Lucinda Lester Design, a Santa
Barbara-based interior design firm,
recommends upholstering your
walls in fabric. “In terms of the fabric, it depends on the look you are

going for. You could go with a toile
or a scene print. If you want something more contemporary you could
do a tone or a tone stripe,” she
says.
To give a room more texture,
Lester suggests taking 12-inch
boards and nailing them to the wall
so you are paneling the room piece
by piece with more attractive wood.
“After that, you can paint all the
boards in your color palette. It is
very effective way to give a room
more texture,” Lester says.
However, if you do decide to go
with the traditional painting
method, Drake says the trend in
color is pastels. “In one home, I
painted the walls lavender, a really
ethereal and delicious shade of purple, and I put curtains in the linen
fabric of the same shade and a pair
of comfortable lounge chairs,” he
says.
While many people veer away
from color, Drake advises not to be
afraid of color when it comes to
remodeling your living space. “I
think in general color, as compared
to neutral, creates more impact in a
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room.”
Lester cautions people to keep
their geography in mind when
choosing a color scheme.
“If you are living in a more
urban area, like New York City, a
very interesting color to think
about is a Chinese red. If you are
living in an area with a lot of sun,
like Florida or southern
California, you might want to go
with a bright color – such as a
very white room – or navy stripes
to give it some cheeriness.”
But if painting sounds too
time-consuming, you can always
change a room with something as
simple as lampshades and throw
pillows, says Drake. And think
color again.
“I would use the same lamp
shade in two different colors.
There are great colored lampshades at Bed, Bath & Beyond,”
Drake says. “For throw pillows,
I’m especially fond of Milli Home
throw pillows, particularly the
embroidered ones.”
For the crafty set, Lester, recommends that if you have a huge
area that you want to divide, you
can make or buy large screens.” “I
would suggest taking big pieces of
plywood and hinging them together to create a really interesting
divider for rooms or corner areas,”
Lester says.
When it comes to floor, there
are many makeover options.
For those who want to it keep
simple, Drake says that just rolling
up your tired rug and polishing
your floors can do wonders. “A
bright sheen will always create a
sense of increased light and luster
in a room.”
If you want a slightly more dramatic change, Lester recommends
nailing down sheets of 4-by-8 plywood and then scoring it with an
Exacto knife. “Essentially, you are
creating a plank floor. You can
then paint the plywood in any
color. I’ve seen it done in white,
which is really stunning. You can
also paint them in a pattern,” she
says.
Furniture is the last frontier
when it comes to giving a space a

facelift. Lester is of the school of
thought that advocates having one
major piece of furniture in a room
as the best design principle.

“Maybe it’s an armoire; a table with
a mirror, even in a small room just
having one focal piece can have a
wonderful impact,” she says.

Food in a Fraction of the Time
BY TIMOTHY R. SCHULTE

required by traditional gas or electric models.
CTW Features
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Call Central Bank today and ask if you qualify.
Apply online at www.central-bank.com.
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Look Ma, No Hands:

Hands-free Finally Ready
for Mainstream?
BY TIMOTHY R.
SCHULTE

ers turning on their water spigots
the old-fashioned way.
Now, a new hands-free
CTW Features
design is making a bid for
home use, at prices that finalutomatic faucets are
lly
may give “hands-free”
everywhere: airsome
legs in the mass market.
ports, restaurants and
Garbage cans – where stepoffice buildings – everyopen models have long been
where, it seems, except
popular – are now available in
our homes.
automatic models that open
In today’s germophowith the same infrared feature
bic world, where antibacthat
operates commercial toiterial soaps are commonlets
and
faucets. Move your
place, the hands-free
hand
toward
the lid and up it
faucet would seem tailorpops, allowing you to dispose of
made for use at home.
trash without fumbling.
But hefty price tags –
Michael Shek, COO for
$300 to $900 – have
kept most homeownHands-free trash receptacle iTouchless Housewares &
iTouchless Housewares

A

At Its Best

Repair, Remodeling & Construction

See our superior
work with this
deck we’ve
recently completed.

Products, which launched a line of
hands-free trash bins for retail distribution in May, says he has seen
direct sales for the techno-cans
increase 300 percent in the last
three years.
Joe Rubino, a microbiologist in
Montville, N.J., says he’d choose a
touchless model over a traditional
trashcan, as the potential for containing bacteria is higher.
“There’s a lot of utility for something like this,” he says. “The less
things you can touch the better. It
makes cleaning up easier and disposing of trash easier.
“From a public health standpoint,
the chance of coming into bacteria
is a lot less.”

Phone: (563) 243-6611
Fax: (563) 242-9086

Before remodeling...

After remodeling...

We also do excellent work in remodeling
kitchens, baths, handicap ramps and doorways.

FREE ESTIMATES
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The Fireplace Shop, Etc.
Fireplaces & Stoves
Wood or Gas
Hearthstone
Mendota
Security
Regency
Pacific
Napoleon
Jotul
`
Lennox
Heat N’ Glo
Majestic
Vermont Castings
Kent

Furnaces
Wood Burning
Firechief
Clayton

Corn & Pellet
Stoves & Furnaces

Electric Fireplaces
& Stoves

St. Croix
Whitfield

ElectraFlame

Open Mon. 9:30 to 8:00; Tues. Thurs., & Fri. 9:30 to 5:30;
Sat. 9:30 to 2:00; Closed Wed. and Sun.
(CLOSED FOR VACATION JULY 29 THRU AUGUST 6)

Remodeling or
Building A New Home?
Looking for ideas for your new kitchen?
Select the finest —
by Omega®

A new generation of fine cabinetry
You will never tire of quality! You will enjoy your kitchen
so much more when it is built with Dynasty quality.
Whatever combination you select, you get solid wood case
combination. Omega’s hardworking Armour™ finish and a
huge choice of cabinet sizes and shapes. Call us and make
an appointment to discuss your plans today.

Go First Class...Choose
for your home.

Hometown Kitchen & Bath
248 Main Ave., Clinton • (563) 242-3232
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KYARSGAARD
CONSTRUCTION
Licensed &
Fully Insured
Free Estimates

RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL

563-259-8271
CAMANCHE, IA
Locally Owned

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Construction
Siding
Windows
Kitchens
Baths
Decks & Fence
Insurance Work

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drywall
Additions
Plumbing
Electrical
Roofing
Concrete
Garages
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Meet

the

Designer

Thomas O’Brien

Image courtesy Aero Studios

Getting Modern with a Student of Mid-Century Modernism
Designer Thomas O’Brien loves
the sunnyside-up optimism of
designs from the 1950s. His
own clean, happy style is finding
a home with a new generation.
BY ROBERT SHAROFF
CTW Features
welve months ago, Thomas
O’Brien was a name that resonated primarily among New York
trendsetters. As founder of Aero
Studios, a retail and design firm in
Manhattan, he was known as a “designer’s designer,” with a client base that
included über-designers Ralph Lauren
and Giorgio Armani.
That all began to change in the fall of
2005, when he designed a collection of
over 500 moderately priced furniture
and housewares items for Target that
quickly became one of the most successful product launches in the chain’s history.
O’Brien combines neutral patterns,
pale colors and dark woods in a style he
describes as “warm modernism.”
It’s a look many baby boomers associate with their childhoods in the ’50s
and early ’60s and now is being widely
revived by their children.
“It’s about all the unique things I love
and live with,” O’Brien says. “I like to
incorporate a bit of tradition; it makes
modernism more approachable.”
HomeStyle recently spoke to the
affable, easy-going designer about his
influences and interests, as well as his
role in the current style revolution.

T

Thomas O’Brien, now designing for the mass market, counts among his clients fashion
icons Ralph Lauren and Giorgio Armani. His signature style combines classic luxury with
hotel-inspired simplicity: pale colors, neutral patterns and dark woods.
YOU DESIGN FOR BOTH THE HIGH AND LOW ENDS OF THE

IS THE TARGET MERCHANDISE MORE DISPOSABLE?

MARKET. IS THERE A DIFFERENCE?

I don’t think of it that way. I like
both dressy things and more casual
things and love to mix them up. The
Target collection is about bringing a
more refined design sensibility to that

Thomas O’Brien: Not really. No matter what price level you design for, an
object has to be functional and useful,
as well as smart in a design sense.
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part of the market because one of the
things I think has gone wrong in the
worlds of fashion and design today is
how excessively expensive everything
has become. I mean, how many $9,000
handbags does the world need?
YOU ARE OFTEN ASSOCIATED WITH REVIVING
MID-CENTURY MODERNISM. WHAT’S APPEALING
ABOUT THAT PERIOD?
TO: It was a time when industry and
design meshed in a really nice way and
where beautiful things were being created and the point of view was very
positive and optimistic. I think that’s
important.
WHAT DESIGNERS FROM THAT PERIOD DO YOU
ADMIRE?

TO: I love [accessories designer]
Russel Wright and [furniture designers] Paul Frankl and TH RobsjohnGibbings. There’s kind of an honest
earthiness to Wright’s things that I
really like, and there’s something about
the character and construction of
Frankl’s pieces that is really appealing.
I’m a big collector of all of them.

O’Brien’s “warm modernism” – neutral patterns, pale colors and dark woods in his furniture
collection, above – appeals both to baby boomers and their children. The designer enjoys
mixing dressy and casual designs in his own home and in his collections, below.
WHERE DO YOU FIND STUFF?
always tell friends they don’t want to
TO: eBay! And junk stores and the
go with me to the Salvation Army store
Salvation Army. I love collecting. I’m
because I will drive them absolutely
one of those people who has way too
crazy. I’ll spend three hours looking at
many dishes, way too much silver. I
every t-shirt.

Custom Producers of
Cast Polymer Products
For Home and Business

Have You Considered
Replacing Your Tub With A
Safe and Easy Shower?

2001 9th St. Fulton, IL
815-589-4080

Our Walk-In Showers Feature:
• Custom Sizing • Matching Walls
• Cultured Marble or Granite
• Limited Seams for Easy Cleaning
• Handicapped Threshold Available
• Textured Non-Slip Surface
Available through your contractor,
plumber or the following local businesses:

Brinkman’s, Fulton
Dave Fuller Kitchen & Bath, Clinton
Fullerton Lumber, Clinton
Hometown Kitchen & Bath, Clinton

MOVE OVER BATHTUBS....
...TIMES ARE CHANGING!!!
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IS IT ABOUT GETTING THE BEST DEAL?
TO: Not really. For me, it’s about
the hunt. Collecting is fascinating
because it’s inherently about learning
and knowledge. No matter what you
collect, it’s about having that little
piece of knowledge about why something is interesting or valuable or beautiful – maybe only 20 of them were
made or whatever. It’s about knowing
that.
WHAT’S THE NEWEST THING IN YOUR HOUSE AND
WHAT’S THE OLDEST?
TO: The newest are two of my own
baskets that I bought at a Super Target
in Florida yesterday. The line sold out
and I literally couldn’t find them in
New York.
WHAT’S THE OLDEST THING?
TO: A Celtic bust that dates from
about 400 B.C. I bought it last
Christmas after looking at it for two
years in an antique store. It’s what they
call a heroic figure and the expression
is very strong and warm but also a little
sad. When I first saw it, I thought it
was a modern piece because it looks
like something Brancusi would have
done. I’m always fascinated by objects
that are a little out of time, where you
can’t really tell when they were
designed. Also I’m Irish, so Celtic
means something to me.
WHAT COLORS ARE YOU LIKING THESE DAYS?
TO: I always love pale blue, ivory,
eggplant and high-gloss black. My
store in New York has pale blue walls
and shiny black doors. The look is
very crisp and clean, kind of Colonial
American crossed with the Bauhaus. I
like that it has different associations.
It adds a layer of complexity and
meaning that I think is interesting.

25 years and have had four apartments.
I do change things around, though. I
just finished redoing my current place.
WHAT CHANGES DID YOU MAKE?
TO: I have a one-bedroom apartment
in a pre-War building with high ceilings
and tall windows. But – like a lot of
people – I’ve never really used the living room all that much. I work long
hours and when I come home, I usually
just go into the bedroom and turn on

CSI Miami. So, I decided to flip the
bedroom and the living room. I’ve
always been fascinated by photos of the
studios of famous artists and that’s the
effect I wanted – a big room with a bed
and work scattered around and great
light from the windows.
WHERE’S THE CELTIC BUST?
TO: Between the windows at one
end of the room. I designed a pedestal
for it. It definitely completes the look.

DDC Construction Co.
•
•
•
•
•

New Homes
Room Additions
Remodeling
Garages
Kitchen Remodeling

•
•
•
•

Decks
Siding
Drywall
Bathroom Remodeling

I KNOW YOU DESIGN A LOT OF HOUSES. DO PEOPLE
COME TO YOU FOR A SPECIFIC LOOK?

TO: I hope not. I think of myself
almost as a consultant. My job is to
make sure they are making a great
investment in design. I’m not that
interested when someone shows up
with a picture of something I did for
someone else and says this is what I
want. I want to partner with clients
more than anything else.
ARE YOU SOMEONE WHO HAS MOVED AROUND A LOT?
TO: No. I’ve lived in New York for

Fully Insured • Free Estimates

563-242-4577
Don & Randy Collender - Owners
Clinton, IA
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brighten
up
your kitchen or bath
IN-STORE SPECIALS

• Meganite
• Laminate
• Granite
• Countertops
• Ceramic Tile
• Cabinet
Accessories
Dave Fuller

Kitchen & Bath Design Center
115 4th Ave. S., Clinton, IA • 243-7514
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8am-5pm; Sat. 8am-Noon

Image courtesy The Container Store
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Stacked and ordered: Stacked bins, shelving and storage boxes can keep craft room supplies organized while still being accessible.
Moveable storage units are a good idea if you’re in a non-permanent place.

Craft Creative Spaces
a spot to scrapbook, a corner to crochet
BY PAIGE BOWIE
CTW Features
fter Kimberly Shilling
upgraded to a larger
house, she found herself
with a lot more space to play
with.
“I had all this room and all

A

these blank walls,” she says. “I’ve
always liked to scrapbook, so I
decided to make one of the bedrooms I didn’t need into a scrapbook room.”
Shilling, a 28-year-old graphic
designer who lives in Manchester,
Md., is among legions of
Americans devoting permanent

space in their homes to arts and
crafts.
“Homemade things right now
are really, really big,” says interior
designer Grady Cooley, owner of
Grady Cooley Interiors in New
York City.
Usually, people start out making things for friends and family,

but if they’re good, their hobby
can grow into a side business, or
even a full-time occupation. At
that point, Cooley says, a little
corner of the kitchen or family
room just doesn’t cut it anymore.
“For a lot of people it’s not just
a hobby but a serious business, so
I tell clients to approach a craft
room like it’s a professional environment,” he says. “You need a
space you can really work in.”
Professional organizer Terri
Beverley, owner of Spacesprit in
Dallas, says the first step in
designing a craft room is to collect everything that will go into
the space and organize it into categories.
Paints should go in one pile,
fabrics in another, and so on.
Once you know exactly what
materials you have to work with,
and in what quantities, you’ll
know how much room you need
and what kinds of shelving and
storage to buy.
That’s also a good time to come
up with a budget. If you find
that you need twice as many
drawers as you were anticipating,
consider cheaper alternatives,
such as plastic storage bins.
“Fortunately there are just a
million storage options, so you
can find anything for any budget,” Beverley says.
The room also will be different
depending on what the actual
craft is. If it’s pottery, you may
need a spot for a kiln. If it’s
sewing, the sewing machine will
need a home.
Before you go shopping, think
about how long you’re going to
live in the home, says Beverley.
In a condo or starter home
you anticipate selling at some
point, buy trollies and bins that
you can take with you. If you’re
a retiree and it’s your last home,
it may be worth it to invest in

Image courtesy The Container Store
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Creative wonderland: choose a look that inspires you to craft. ‘Some people want really
plain, white walls to eliminate distractions, but me, I like color and texture,’ author Tera
Leigh says.

BATHTUB GONE
TO THE DOGS?
Call Us For Total Bathroom
Remodeling
• Decorator colors
• Easy to clean

- FREE ESTIMATES 800-223-2284 • 563-584-0813
563-383-1579

BATHTUB
REFINISHING
UNCONDITIONAL SERVICE GUARANTEE
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built-in shelves and cabinetry.
“Personally, I prefer the built-ins
because it looks neater,” Beverley
says. “You can hide things. But
other people like stuff out in the
open where it’s accessible. That
just comes down to individual preference.”
Designer Cooley and his clients
plan craft rooms on paper before
moving in furniture and supplies.
That way, everything is organized
and customized to the unique
needs of the customer and the way
that person works.
He recommends different table
levels, for instance, depending on
whether you like to work sitting
down or standing up. And knowing
what order a client accesses tools
in, and how often they’re needed,
will help determine where those
tools should go.
Lighting is important, too.
Cooley prefers at least one window
with natural light.
“Especially if you’re working
with paints or fabrics, we all know
something can look totally different under a fluorescent light than
it looks in sunlight,” he says.
Shilling read magazines and
watched interior design TV shows
to gain inspiration for her scrapbook room. “That’s a great place to
get ideas,” she says.
Ultimately, she bought wire
kitchen racks and big plastic tubs
for ribbons, stamps, paper and the
like. She likes the tubs because
you can label them so materials are
easy to find.
Scissors and other tools are
hung on a pegboard. Again, no
trouble finding what she needs in
the midst of a project.
Stephanie Sokolove, a Newton,
Mass., restaurateur and mother,
created a craft room for her 8year-old daughter, so her priority
was to design a space that was
childproof and child-friendly.

GOOD SHEPHERD
HOME IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY
REPLACEMENT
WINDOW
INSTALLED WITH
ARGON $225.00

Your inquiry will help
the homeless and
needy in the river
city area through the
Ministry of Victory
Center Rescue Mission
of Clinton Iowa

AFTER ALLIANT REBATE
YOU PAY $200.00

HELP US
HELP THEM!

Up to 101 U.I. Double Hung
Low-E/Argon Gas Filled
FREE ESTIMATES

ALSO SIDING,
DOORS AND
MANY
OTHER HOME
IMPROVEMENT
WORK
GUARANTEED
WORKMANSHIPSUPERIOR PRODUCTSGREAT PRICING

Save On
Cooling Costs
This Summer.
We take the worry out
of home improvement

CALL US AT

563-519-0013
OR 242-9016
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“She’s always doing little art
projects for school, which can get
pretty messy, so I made sure all
the surfaces were washable,” she
says. “I just think it should be a
room nobody
worries
about.”
Fortunately,
Sokolove had
cabinetry and
an island at
her disposal.
They’d been
purchased for
a kitchen
remodel that
never happened because the family decided
to move rather than upgrade their
old house.
There’s even a little miniature
refrigerator in the island, so her
daughter can snack or grab a cold
drink while she’s working. But the
best perk is the counter space.

There’s lots of it. “We can put as
big a piece of paper as we want
up there,” she says.
Tera Leigh is the author of
“How to Be Creative If You
Thought You
Never Could,”
(North Light
Books, 2003) and
has a craft room in
her Manchester,
Md., home for
painting, mosaics
and paper crafts.
She based her
design on furniture
she already had,
including a bookcase and an armoire. Leigh also
thought about the process of her
projects. “For me, I need a staging area where I can gather up all
my supplies,” she says. “I wanted
a big table where I could put
everything I was working on at
that moment.”

A craft room tailor-made
to suit your interests can
nourish your inner artist –
and clear your groaning
cupboards of creative
clutter. Finally, a place
to put the yarn!

An organized storage system
was critical, too. “I can’t work in a
messy room,” Leigh says.
Even the colors she chose
played into how she works-bright
orange to spark inspiration and
creativity.
“Some people want really plain,
white walls to eliminate distractions, but me, I like color and texture, so I really just catered to
myself,” she says. “It’s a creative
wonderland. An oasis. A place a
6-year-old would want.”
That’s what it’s all about in the
end, says Leigh. A craft room
should be an indulgence, because
crafting itself is a treat we give
ourselves.
“You should give yourself a
place to celebrate the joy of creating,” she says. “Even if it’s stuff
you create and never give away or
show anybody or sell, it’s worth it,
because creativity nourishes your
soul.”

Buying the right Floor Covering
is as easy as

1 2 3.

1. The Best Value
2. The Best Selection
3. The Best Guarantee

VAN’S CARPET KORNER
1430 10th Avenue, Fulton, Illinois • 815-589-2040
Monday 9 am-8 pm; Tues.-Fri. 9 am-6 pm; Sat. 9 am-1 pm
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Author Offers 8-Step Plan to
Cure What Ails ‘Problem Rooms’
great way to get
your body into
shape is to start a
multi-week program at the
gym. While it may not produce immediate results, the
long-term focus almost
always pays off in the end.
That same concept works
for transforming your home
into a beautiful, well-organized sanctuary.
In “Apartment Therapy”
(Bantam, 2006) Maxwell
Gillingham-Ryan presents
an eight-step plan for curing common problems of a
small living space. The
“therapy” takes place over
eight weeks, using ideas the
author developed in his
interior-design practice and
at home, in a 250-square

A

Design doc Gillingham-Ryan: on the
eigth week, throw a dinner party
foot West Village apartment
in New York.
Home dwellers tackle a
few tasks per week, such as
purging and organizing, en
route to a complete

makeover that ends with a
dinner party in Week 8.
“I try to tell people to
scale their ambitions appropriately so they’re successful,” he says. “It is important that you finish in eight
weeks. If that’s not enough
[time] you should scale
back.”
Breaking up the work
into chunks helps build
habits he hopes readers will
stick with after the program.
“If it was done [all at
once] I don’t think you
would learn as much,”
Gillingham-Ryan says.
Gillingham-Ryan’s project isn’t limited to those
who live in apartments;
homeowners have similar

The coolest
way to get
comfortable.
Save up to 52% on your cooling costs with a
Carrier Infinity™ Air Conditioner—a exceptionally
reliable, ultra efficient system with non-ozone
depleting Puron® refrigerant.

Curt Petersen, Owner

817 7th Ave., Camanche

563-259-1207

issues with décor and
space, he says.
“Everyone has their own
problem room,”
Gillingham-Ryan says.
His blog, www.apartmenttherapy.com, presents
the eight-step program each
fall and spring, and provides a support group for
space-challenged readers.
“The book hits everyone,” he says. “If you have
a problem, you’ll get to it.”
– Tim Schulte
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“NEW’ at McKee and Son Lumber Co.
Bertch kitchen and bath cabinets.
Famous for their quality craftsmanship and
extra attention to detail, Bertch has a style and
finish to perfectly suit your individual taste.

Visit our showroom today.

Is that

PERFECT

HOME

on your mind?

LOW RATES • PRE-APPROVAL • LOW CLOSING COSTS
rience
“Expe erence”
iff
the D at

CommunityState Bank
1325 17th Street, Fulton, IL
Phone: 815-589-9090 • Fax: 815-589-5225
Toll Free: 877-801-8877 • commstbk.com
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BEAMING
Image courtesy Dynamic Resource Group

WITH PRIDE

Follow these step-by-step
instructions to add some
architectural charm to
your dreary ceiling.
BY TIMOTHY R. SCHULTE

CTW Features
edecorating your home can
be both a fun and daunting
task, and one that can take
weeks, months or maybe even years
to complete. It’s also something
you can do in between leaving work
Friday and going back on Monday.
“I think a lot of people have difficulty with a remodel and an
entire redesign, and I don’t know if
it’s entirely necessary,” says Matt
Fox, host with Shari Hiller of
HGTV’s Room by Room, the
authors of “Great Weekend
Projects” (Dynamic Resource
Group, 2006).
In the book, the duo tackles a
variety of plans, ranging from some
of their signature projects like a
slanted floor design and different
types of shelving to accessory projects like table scapes and
vignettes.
“People, I think, are more willing to try a small project, not a
huge money- and huge time-consuming project,” Hiller says.
Fox adds that the book is a leaping board for new projects based
To the top: Adding faux beams eliminates the need for a full-room makeover, creating archi- on the ones in the book. “When I
tectural interest and design sensibility in a tired space.

R
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see something I like, I try to take
it to the next level,” he says.
Whatever your short- or longterm goals are, they advise to
keep things simple. Try one project at a time and it will change
they way you feel about decorating, they say.
For a way to enhance your living room, try their faux beam
project:
Turn an ordinary ceiling into
something extraordinary with the
addition of faux beams. This isn’t
a project for the faint of heart – it
requires some work, skill and,
above all, a sense of adventure.
The spectacular results will
enhance your living spaces for
years to come.

SHOPPING LIST
Pine lumber: 1x4 boards for sides
Pine lumber: 1x8 boards for bottom
(faces down into room)
Decorative edge molding for trim
2x4 lumber

narrower or wider depending on the width of
lumber chosen.

1) from the 2x4 lumber the inside
width of the beam. This is the
measurement of the width of the

STEPS
1. Measure the room and determine the finished size of the
beam. Purchase enough lumber to
make the desired number of
beams.
2. Determine the placement of
the beams. Divide the ceiling so
that there will be equal distance
between the beams. Lay out the
location of each beam by using a
carpenter’s square placed against
the wall to make sure that the
beam placement
is square, and a
laser level to lay
out the line,
marking the
placement of the
beam with a pencil. The
straighter the
line, the better
the final results.
3. Cut mounting blocks (Fig.

4-inch-long 1/4-inch toggle bolts
Interior latex paint

MATERIALS ON HAND
Compound miter saw
Drill with drill bits
Carpenter’s square
Level (laser level works best)
Awl
Nail gun and compressor
Pencil
Paintbrushes

Turn Down The
Heat With A New...
Air Conditioner
NOW THAT THE WEATHER HAS HEATED UP,
IT IS TIME TO HAVE YOUR NEW SYSTEM INSTALLED
OR HAVE YOUR CURRENT SYSTEM CHECKED.

PRE-SEASON CHECK & CLEAN SPECIAL!

$

10

00

OFF

WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

PROJECT NOTES
This project requires two people to complete – one to lift the beam sections and a
second person to attach the sections to the
ceiling. Instructions are written for beams
that measure approximately 4 inches high
and 8 inches wide. Beams can be made

✩ FREE ESTIMATES
✩ 24 HOUR SERVICE
✩ CALL TODAY
DON’T DELAY
Quality Sales & Service Since 1977

563-242-4563
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bottom board. You will need at
least 4 blocks for every 10 feet of
beam.
4. Drill pilot holes into the
blocks for the toggle bolts.
5. Mark block placement on
the ceiling by pushing an awl
through the pilot holes into the
ceiling. Blocks should be placed at
each end of the beam and evenly
spaced along the beam line, perpendicular to the beam lines. Drill
pilot holes into the ceiling at the
marked locations. Use toggle bolts
to attach the mounting blocks.
6. Cut the sidepieces of the
beam to length, using the miter
saw. For long beams, use several
sections for the run of the beam
and miter the ends of the sidepieces to create a clean joint. The
beams in the photo on the facing
page are constructed with two
pieces of 1x4 per side.
7. Attach the sidepieces to the
blocks using a nail gun. If more
than one sidepiece is used, make
sure that a mounting block is
located where the two sidepieces
will be joined.
8. Cut the bottom board to
length. Again, more than one
piece may be necessary for long
beams. If more than one bottom
piece is used, miter the ends of
the cut where the two will meet to
make a smoother joint.
9. Hold the bottom in place
and secure to the sidepieces with
the nail gun (Fig. 2).
10. Use decorative edge molding along the sidepieces to add
finish detail and to cover any gaps
between the ceiling and the beam.
Cut to length and install with the
nail gun (see photo).
11. Paint and finish the beam
in the desired color and technique.
Project courtesy “Great Weekend
Projects” (Dynamic Resource
Group, 2006) by Matt Fox and
Shari Hiller
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As the Doorknobs Turn

Pull Your Home
Together
BY CHUCK ROSS
CTW Features
omehow it was all so much
easier in the old days: television was black and white,
walls were painted white or beige
and, if you were looking for doorknobs or bathroom faucets, well,
you could have any finish you wanted, so long as it was either brass or
chrome.
Today, you need an engineering
degree to find the right television
and a color expert to help you navigate ever-larger paint-chip displays. And, in just the last few
years, the doorknobs and drawer
pulls we used to take for granted
have become design elements in
their own right. With metal-finish
options like “Tuscan Bronze” and
“Rustic Pewter” becoming commonplace, consumers now have a
whole new set of design decisions
to negotiate.

S

Image courtesy Baldwin

Back in the day, it was a simple task to select a finish for door pulls, handles, hardware
and fixtures. No more. Now, start early – and bring a color wheel.

COLOR YOUR WORLD
You can blame our newfound
interest in color for the burgeoning
range of hardware finishes now
appearing on the market, says one
color expert. In the past, U.S.
homeowners tended to go through
cyclical color phases, says James
Martin, owner of the Denver-based
color-consulting firm called The
Color People. Now, everything is
up for grabs, with some choosing
warm, 1970s-style earth tones,

Colors and curves: Vintage earth tones and a variety of bronzes are some of the popular
colors making their way into kitchens on the sleek designs of cabinetry hardware.
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while others opt for cooler, more
contemporary hues. As a result,
Martin says, hardware makers are
offering finishes – including a range
of oiled and rusticated bronzes –
that mix and match with many
styles.
“We’ve gone through all these
color phases, and I think what’s
happening right now is color, itself,
is a trend,” he says. “The nice thing
about these new bronze-y tones is
they go with everything. I think
they have a way of blending with
what they’re on – they don’t stand
out.”
Additionally, say others who
track consumer preferences, homeowners are becoming more sophisticated about design details, in general. As television shows and magazines have turned home improvement into a spectator sport, even
middle-income consumers are looking to add custom touches to their
houses and condos. Manufacturers
are responding with new hardware
styles and finishes that can add a
high-design emphasis to even sub-

Choose complementary
finishes
to keep
appliances,
cabinets in
harmony.

Great Rebates Available Now!!!

Kelly Heating &
Air Conditioning
130 2nd Ave. So. • Clinton • 243-3823
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Offering Banking Conveniences for
• PC Banking
• Online E-Statements
• Phone Bank

you.

• Numerous ATM
Locations
CLINTON
NATIONAL
BANK
Member F.D.I.C.

Traditional Hometown Banking... Since 1865
235 6th Avenue South 243-1243
1912 North 2nd Street 244-4116
2350 Lincolnway 244-4105
817 9th Avenue (Camanche) 259-8371
www.clintonnational.com

❧ Dining Rooms ❧ Bedrooms ❧ Office ❧ Curios ❧ Hutches ❧ Children’s
❧ Entertainment Centers & Wall Units ❧ Rockers ❧ Gliders ❧ and much more!

13459 Crosby Road
Morrison, IL 61270

Phone 815-772-3533
2 Miles South of Morrison
on Route 78
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urban tract homes.
“Most people don’t live in million-dollar custom villas,” says Erin
Beazley, marketing communications manager for plumbing manufacturer Price Pfister, which, with
sister door-hardware company
Kwikset, has developed several
new lines under the umbrella
Architecturally Inspired
Collections label. “But you can
recreate that look with a faucet
and finish that embraces that
look.”

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

Aqua drama: Elegant hardware adds sophistication and architectural integrity to cookiecutter bathrooms.

The kind of coordination Price
Pfister and Kwikset are championing, between such elements as
faucets and door handles, is aiding
homeowners’ efforts to add fashion-forward style. Marketers now
are looking outside their own product niches, making it easier for
consumers to create more consistent designs.
“The different hardware categories are all keeping pace with
one another,” Beazley says. “In the

HOME FURNISHING AND ACCESSORIES
Home, Office Entertainment,
Bookcases, Upholstery and more.
• Ashley
• Hickory Hill
• Riverside

SAVE UP TO

10-50

%

• King Koil
• Millenium

Enjoy Substantial
Savings and No
Interest Financing.

off

HUGE DISCOUNTS

EVERYTHING AT
GREAT PRICES.

90 days

same
as
cash

GREAT PRICES!

DELIVERY AVAILABLE
Mon. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. • Tues. thru Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Closed Sunday

108 N. 2nd Street, Clinton • (563) 242-5287
MasterCard, Visa, Discover • River City Gold Accepted
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past, you might have had disconnects in hardware solutions. As
manufacturers, we are becoming
more accommodating in trying to
match product finishes.”
In fact, say other makers,
some of the products now gaining
popularity have been in existing
product lines for years, and are
now coming to the fore as complementary pieces in other categories are coming available.

are looking to expand their stable of
metal-looking finishes. This fall,
Jenn-Air will be introducing a new
line featuring an oiled-bronze finish.

Decorative concrete
for counter-tops, bars,
tables, fireplaces
and more!

Marketers now are
looking outside their own
product niches,
making it easier for
consumers to create more
consistent designs.
“It really boils down to the
customer being able to get that
finish in other products, and to
carry that look throughout the
house,” says Mike Slack, director
of product marketing at Baldwin
Hardware Corp. “We’ve had a lot
of these finishes in our catalog
for a long time, and they are just
now hitting their stride.”

It’s not a real metal, like stainless
steel. Instead, a patented process
that develops an old-world look by
applying layers of color over a metal

We specialize in engraved
and painted benches for:
•Memorials
•Weddings
•Anniversary
•Garden or
Business
Open 7 days a week - Conveniently Located - Hwy. 30, Clinton

STAINLESS REPUTATION
Many consumers were first
made aware of the impact metallic finishes can have on their
home’s appearance in the kitchen,
as the growing popularity of commercial-looking appliances made
stainless steel an increasingly
common design element. In its
early days, stainless steel signified
status, because only the wealthy
could afford the products clad in
the material. But as this finish has
moved into more moderately
priced appliances, high-end consumers are seeking new options,
experts say.
“Now everything’s got stainless
steel,” says The Color People’s
Martin. “It doesn’t define that
place in the market anymore.”
So even appliance makers now

SPECIALIZING IN ALL OF YOUR
HOME IMPROVEMENT NEEDS
Roofing ◆ Windows ◆ Doors ◆ Siding
Kitchen & Bath Remodel ◆ New
Construction ◆ Room Additions
Sunrooms ◆ Tile ◆ Laminate

Construction Connection
David Greene

563-219-1992
Clinton, IA

FREE ESTIMATES
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substrate creates the finish’s patinalike appearance. Bronze and copper
tones appear in highlights that can
vary, depending on the kitchen’s
lighting.
Appliances in this new product
line will retain stainless steel
accents, however, according to
Jenn-Air spokesperson Jill
Spiekerman. This means you can
add one of these bronze-finish
products and still hold onto your
stainless-steel sink and cookware
without fear of clashing tones.

MIXING AND MATCHING?
In other areas of the house,
however, experts say most consumers are opting for consistent
hardware styles and finishes
throughout their homes. Though
these do-it-yourselfers are choosing color palettes that can vary
widely from room to room, they’re
using unified hardware styles to

People definitely mix it up a
lot more than ever before,
but when it comes to
hardware, they usually
take the same piece
of hardware throughout
the home.
help tie things together.
“People definitely mix it up a
lot more than ever before,” says
Baldwin’s Slack. “But when it
comes to hardware, they usually
take the same piece of hardware
throughout the home.”
However, he adds, if versatility
is important in your plans, it is
possible to find hardware products
that incorporate contrasting finishes – perhaps a chrome highlight
in a polished-brass handle, or a
faucet that includes both brushed
and polished nickel. The flexibility
offered by such combinations can
broaden your options for bringing
in other styles or finishes.
Of course, more options can

mean more decisions. But, unless we
want to go back to the days of beige
walls and black-and-white TVs,

home-hardware decision-making is a
process we’re all going to have to get
a better, well, handle, on.

FURNITURE • APPLIANCES • ELECTRONICS
Celebrating 25 years • Family Owned

Living Room Furniture ◆ Bedroom Furniture
Appliances ◆ Electronics ◆ Dining Room Furniture

Ashley • Whirlpool • Emachine • United • Amana
Klaussner • Sony • Magnavox

$50.00 IN STORE CREDIT
WITH THIS COUPON ON ANY NEW ITEM RENTAL.
VALID ONE PER CUSTOMER.

2463 Camanche Ave. • Clinton, IA • 563-242-4766
Closed Wednesday & Sunday

your

Dream home awaits

563.243.9364

Kristensen & Sons General Contractors

SINCE 1958

Specializing in Custom Built Homes
Decks Additions Siding Sunrooms and more
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OVER 40 YEARS OF GREAT FRIENDLY SERVICE

Boonstra

Heating & Air Conditioning
1000 15th Ave. • Fulton, Illinois • (815) 589-3113
Free Estimates
Goodman, Amana & Lennox Dealer

A Name You Can Trust
24 Hour Emergency Service
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Image courtesy Jennifer Garrigues, Inc.

To create a backyard sanctuary, start with the colors, textures
and accessories of the great indoors

life on the
BY TIMOTHY R. SCHULTE
CTW Features
e it in southern France, the
Italian coast or your own
hometown, it doesn’t get
much better than a romantic champagne picnic under the stars. For
most of us, though, that’s a dream
tarnished by the unpleasant reality of
plastic chairs and a blowup pool. But
it doesn’t always have to be. It’s easier now than ever to create a cozy
outdoor sanctuary that will put you

B

outside

right on Riviera – or at least your
flowerbed, says Jennifer Garrigues.
“It’s amazing … [in Palm Beach]
and New York everybody wants to
be in the fresh air; everybody wants
to be outside but feel enclosed,”
says Jenny Garrigues, owner of
Jennifer Garrigues, Inc., which
operates design studios in both
cities. “I think there’s something
about an outdoor room that’s filled
with romance.”
So how do you make romance
out of cheap plastic chairs and a
wood table in need of a new coat of

Thompson’s? By throwing those
notions out the window. Think living room, not patio.
Fabric houses have been developing materials that can withstand
the elements, and they’re being
developed in all sorts of patterns.
One of the people leading the way
is Laurie Jenkins, president of
Laurie Bell, LLC. Jenkins has used
her background in chemistry to
forge into the textile industry. Her
company designs fabrics, pillows,
cushions made specifically for outdoor use.
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To bring your outdoor room to
life, pair outdoor products – cushions, ottomans, pillows and throws
– with furniture that best fits your
needs. People like to
eat outside, so
Garrigues recommends
a table and chairs, with
additional chairs or a
sofa to fill out the
space, and a table to
set drinks on.
“Don’t overcrowd
it,” she says. “Count
how many people you
like to entertain. Think
it through before you
go out and buy these
pieces of furniture
because they are

expensive.”
If you’re looking for the spot to
relax rather than the spot to gather,
chaises, sectionals, wicker beds and

Natural relaxation:
Cushions and pillows
designed to withstand
the elements add
comfort and style to
an outdoor room.

Image courtesy Laurie Bell

“We use mostly 100 percent
acrylic yarn, and they’re specially
engineered for the outdoors so that
they won’t fade and that they’re
easy to clean,” Jenkins says.
Drifast Outdoor Foam and polyester blown fibers are used for
fillers and high UV threads for the
finishes. Faux leathers developed
with polyurethane also are engineered to survive the outdoors.
What does all that translate to?
Colors that won’t fade, as Jenkins
said, and outdoor cushions and pillows you can just shake water off of
to dry. “If it’s not a heavy rain, it
just rolls off,” she says. The pieces
also are designed to look good.
Jenkins draws inspiration from
architecture and fashion – Michael
Kors, Marc Jacobs, Prada – as well
as from her vintage clothes collection.
“Brown has been very important
as an apparel and also now as a furniture,” she says. “We try to do as
many combinations with brown as
we can.”

Something for everyone!
A formal dining room. A new bedroom. Or even a family-friendly sectional
with full-reclining ends. Whatever you’re looking for, you’ll find it. Hurry in
now thru Saturday and bring a fresh new look to any room in your home with
special savings on the latest name brand styles of the season!

NO INTEREST FOR 12 MONTHS • FREE DELIVERY

Clinton

DeWitt

413 N. 2nd St.

1323 W. 11th St.

242-2902

659-9103
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daybeds with canopies make for an
exotic place to get away.
Wicker, wood, rattan and teak all
make great outdoor materials, but if
you’re stuck on what to do with
what, you have a few options.
“We are inundated with catalogs
of every shape and form,”
Garrigues says. “It’s easy for people
to go through the catalogs and see
what they have to offer. That gives
somebody a bit of a start.”
If catalogs aren’t helping you
organize your outdoor resort, you
might just want to seek the help of
a professional designer. The designer will help you get the root of how
you’re looking to utilize your outdoor space and find the best looks
and fabrics for your dream. And it’s
not to say that the designer will
take the project and run with it.
Use items your found or certain
ideas you like to jump-start the
room. You’re the reason the room is

Outdoor
décor:
Curtains
create
instant
drama and
serve a
purpose,
providing
privacy and
protection
from the sun
and wind.

coming together, and you’re the
most important part of the process.
A landscape architect might be a
good resource, too, depending on
what you want to do with your
space.
When it comes to outfitting your
room, there’s unlimited options for
where your design goes and for the
materials you choose.
“Use a texture, then use a stripe,
then maybe a floral design, mix all
those in together. It just makes it a
lot more interesting,” Jenkins said.
“Most of the times I try to mix
three fabrics, sometimes five or
six.”
Barbara Balaban, a designer with
Balaban and Shapiro Interiors in
Los Angeles, also tries to mix materials and tap a variety of vendors.
“Make the materials go together
but not match,” she says.
You can draw inspiration from
your indoor rooms to make the out-

door room of your dreams.
“Don’t be shy. If you use bold
colors inside, use them outside, as
well,” Balaban says.
Garrigues echoes the indoor/outdoor play.
“If the porch is right off the living room, it’s nice to continue colors through,” she says. “It’s nice to
acknowledge each other.”
Before you cozy up in your new
outdoor room and get ready to
enjoy your picnic, don’t forget to
accessorize.
Encased candles or lanterns can
give your space an exotic feel and
provide the lighting needed during
the night. Plants are good too
because they require less fuss.
“You want leaves around you;
you want foliage around you,”
Garrigues says. “It’s romantic. Have
fun with it. There are so many outdoor rooms out there that look
great.
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“I would make it functional and
romantic at the same time,” she
says. “If it’s well designed and well

put together you’re going to spend
hours out there.”
And that’s the precise idea.
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B O B & C A R I S S A E VA N S , D E V E L O P E R

LOVE THESE

HOMES

PRAIRIE VIEW HOMES

Located off
2nd Ave.
So. & So.
18th St.
16 Lots
Available

This area of Clinton is growing fast. Country surroundings.

VA L L E Y V I E W E S TAT E S

Located off
So. 32nd St.
& Harts Mill
Road
6 Lots
Available

New Homes Now Under Construction.

Backyard Checklist
“Homeowners today entertain in their
homes a great deal,” says Everett
Collier, president of the National
Association of the Remodeling
Industry, Des Plaines, Ill. ”An outdoor
kitchen is a novelty and provides
another area to entertain guests.
Outdoor kitchens can be added to
patios, decks, under a gazebo and in
courtyards,” Collier adds.
NARI urges homeowners about to
undertake an outdoor remodel to start
by making a basic lifestyle checklist:

• How do you currently use your

indoor kitchen? How would you like to
use your outdoor kitchen?

• On average, how many cooks use

the kitchen at one time? If you have
multiple cooks in the family, you may
want to consider dual work zones for
more efficient use of the space.

• Do you enjoy cooking or will the area

be more a gathering place than a gourmet retreat?

• If it is a gathering spot, is there room

VOTED BEST HARDWARE STORE
3 YEARS IN A ROW!
2005

River
Cit
ies

The helpful place.

•
•
•
•
•
•

CHOICE

AWARD
Paint
Hardware
Tools
Electrical Supplies
Plumbing Supplies
Lawn and Garden

Carver Ace Hardware
411 7th Avenue South, Clinton, IA
(563) 242-8523 www.carverhardware.com
OPEN: 8AM-8PM MONDAY-FRIDAY
8AM-5PM SATURDAY
10AM-5PM SUNDAY

for family or friends who are not
involved in the meal preparation? Is
that space convenient and comfortable
for everyone?

• Is the lighting in the area sufficient
for evening entertaining?
• Will your family use the area for regular dining or will this be primarily an
entertainment spot?

• On average, how many would you
need to seat? Do you have enough
room for all of them?

• Remodel according to local code.

Before finalizing the design of your outdoor space, your remodeling contractor
should check zoning laws to make sure
your outdoor space will be the proper
distance from your property line, and
obtain the necessary permits for the
job.
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Kitchen

KALEIDOSCOPE
BY BEV BENNETT
CTW Features

Image courtesy KitchenAid

Couture colors have stepped off the runway, onto appliances – and, perhaps, all over you. Can an eggplant mixer
ever live peacefully with the day glow blender? Before color runs amok in your kitchen, take our advice.

emember how exciting and
overwhelming it was when you
got a giant box of crayons as a
child? You had so many choices.
Now that you’re grown up,
you’re facing the same dizzying
number of options when you select
colors – ranging from peridot
stoneware to dark chestnut teakettles – for your kitchen.
But unlike your drawings, which
you’d tear up if you didn’t like the
colors, you’re not about to discard
thousands of dollars in kitchenware
if you decide you hate mauve.
Counter intelligence: selecting just one shade from the ever-growing rainbow of colorful appliances
How can you be sure that smash- calls for a firm strategy. One option: stick with favorite, durable colors from your wardrobe.

R
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ing periwinkle blue CornuFé range
will be as fashionable in five years
as it is today?
And, when KitchenAid has more
than 50 colors and finishes in mixers alone, how can you ever decide
which to buy?
If you feel bombarded by color,
you’re not alone.
“As a designer I find it’s so easy
for consumers to get overwhelmed. Because appliances are
so expensive, [décor] clients could
be making safe choices that don’t
express themselves,” says Heidi
Karpa, who works with
HGTVkitchendesign.com and
HGTVbathdesign.com.
The answers to your decorating
dilemmas, say kitchen designers,
are to be found in fashion – not
interior design fashion --– but
what’s being shown in clothing
magazines and by what’s in your
closet.
The hottest hues on the pages
of Vogue or Harper’s Bazaar this
month are what you’ll see on the
floor of your appliance dealer next
year, says Kirsti Wolfe, an interior
architecture designer specializing
in kitchens and baths.
“Lime green was in fashion last
year and it’s in appliances this
year,” says Wolfe, who lives in
Bend, Ore. The same thing goes
for last summer’s metallic accessories, such as bronze handbags.
This year it’s “oiled bronze” appliances from Jenn-Air.
However, just as you’re not a
slave to clothing fads, you needn’t
follow the ephemeral world of
kitchen color. Instead, be true to
yourself, says Karpa, with Spatial
Interest, Inc. in the Chicago area.
She suggests taking your
kitchen cues from your clothing.
“Look in your jewelry box, look
in your clothes closet. See the
color distribution in your
wardrobe,” says Karpa, who likens
kitchen design to fashion.
“If you never wear orange, really think about that [color] as a
kitchen investment,” Karpa says.
Let your kitchen reflect your
personal taste.
Do you want to present a sleek

appearance in which one accessory
stands out, or do you prefer a
bohemian look in which layers of
accessories draw the viewer’s eye?

When you dress, if you like to
highlight one fabulous element,
use the same approach in your
kitchen. Maybe it’s a major appli-

“Where a Rock isn’t just a Rock”
1109-11th St., DeWitt, IA
“Across from the hospital.”
563-659-5006 or 1-888-659-5006

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
OVERHEAD DOOR/OPERATOR NEEDS

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL

SALES • SERVICE • INSTALLATION AND FREE ESTIMATES

Toll Free 1-888-814-DOOR (3667)
563-242-3692 • 1936 N. Second St., Clinton
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Your Home is like CA$H IN
YOUR WALLET
Let your home provide the
cash you need to update,
remodel, or expand your
dreams today!
FIXED RATE
HOME EQUITY LOANS
• Finance up to 90% of
homes equity

• No Closing Costs *
• Ask about additional Home
Improvement products
• Use for home improvements, college
tuition, vacation, buying a car & more!
*APR=Annual Percentage Rate; Financing Term & Rate based on credit; New money loans only; Credit restrictions
may apply; Interest may be tax deductible, contact your tax advisor; No closing costs unless an appraisal is done.

Building Relationships For Generations
Contact a Loan Officer to get started! (563) 243-6320 • (888)900-6320
Apply online at: www.memberschoiceccu.org

ance, such as a range or refrigerator, in a bold color.
If your style is bohemian and
you’re drawn to eclectic layers of
clothing and multiple chains and
bangles, take that as a cue, says
Karpa.
Since guys also are fashion-conscious, whether in their garb or
their kitchen design, Karpa suggests men use their neckties for
inspiration. Bold patterned ties say
you’re open to bold kitchen colors.
Here are tips for using color in
your kitchen.
1. Don’t invest too heavily in a
color fad.
“If everyone has tangerine and
you think it’s fun, buy tangerine
towels. You’ll find out quickly
whether it’s you,” Karpa says.
2. Just as you seek out particular clothing shades that flatter you,
do the same with your kitchen.
“Take green for example. You
can tone it down to more serene
and peaceful sage or olive. I love
to use yellow in the kitchen. It’s a

DRIVEWAY ROCK
Yellow or white rock
spread on your driveways
or parking lots. Also
decorative rock, sand,
black dirt or fill lime.

Peters Farm Service, Inc.
1596 Main Ave., Clinton, IA
563-242-1609 563-249-7431

Image courtesy Aga Ranges
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Color wise: Bold colors from a single palette can overwhelm a small space; the same hues
can invigorate larger, open areas.
sunshine color, but it can be too
bright, which is shocking. You can
tone down the color and bring it
back in a tile,” Wolfe says.
3. Avoid matchy-matchy kitchen
colors. Keep it subdued, says
Wolfe.

4. Lighting effects color, so take
it into account when you shop.
“I’ve realized doing projects all
around the country that the same
color is perceived differently in different parts of the country depending on the latitude,” Wolfe says.

CHUCK BOUSMAN

CONCRETE

We pour driveways, patios,
garage floors, etc.
Plastering • Senior Discount

RESIDENTIAL
-AND-

COMMERCIAL
FREE ESTIMATES

• Flat Work
- Driveways
- Side Walks
- Floors

• Block Work
• Water Problems
• Drain Fields

- FREE ESTIMATES - INSURED Call (563) 243-8090 Gerald Cheramy
(563) 559-0072 Jed Cheramy

563-242-0153

Honey Do Network Rob Rodekamp
Pat Zirkelbach
Bill Zirchelbach
Yard Work
Personal Errands
Odd Jobs
Commercial Courier
563-242-1041 • 563-357-3838
563-593-0690

“We do it all”
Painting &
Contracting
Interior - Exterior
Insured. 30 yrs. exp.

(563) 357-9626

REMODELING CONCEPTS
ADDITIONS, GARAGES & DECKS

Dry Wall • Painting • Roofing
Masonry • Doors & Windows
Siding • Kitchen & Bath
FREE ESTIMATES • INSURED
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Gary Richardson

(563) 243-5781
(563) 593-6608
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BY TIMOTHY R. SCHULTE

home’s décor,” ReedGranger says.
This just doesn’t mean
matching white, black or
stainless machines. It
means choosing woodwork and paint colors to
make a design statement.
No longer tucked away in
a basement, the laundry
room has become, like
the kitchen, a room to
show off to guests.
Constrained space
makes for a design challenge. The average laundry room is just 7 feet by
8 feet, says ReedGranger. Built-in counters can provide the
space needed to sort and
fold clothes. Drawers or

CTW Features
aundry rooms no
longer are banished
to the basement. More
and more, they’re making
themselves at home on
the first floor, in the middle of the action.
Some 55 percent of
homes have first-floor
laundry rooms, and 12
percent have them on the
second floor, says Audrey
Reed-Granger, spokeswoman for Whirlpool, citing the company’s consumer research findings.
“Because they’re on
main living floors, [homeowners] want the room
integrated into the

L

Whirlpool

From No Room
to Showroom

How suite it is: laundry rooms take center stage
closet space can house
detergent, cleaning supplies and ironing equipment, and prevent the
room from looking cluttered.
The result many homeowners aim for is a one-

stop laundry suite, a
place to handle a routine
household chore efficiently and one that,
while not in use, projects
the homeowner’s taste
and style as much as any
other room in the house.

APPLIANCE SALE
Hurry in Today for the Best Selection of
GE® 30”
Electric Range
• 5.2 cu. ft. oven
capacity
• Self-clean oven
• True Temp™
cooking system
• Ceramic glass
cooktop
• 6”/9” dual ribbon
heating element
• Big View hearth
window

GE Spacemaker® 1.4 Cu. Ft.
Capacity, 950 Watt Microwave
Oven
• Convenience Controls
• Auto and Time Defrost
• Turntable On/Off
• 10 Power Level
• Removeable Oven Rack

JBP66BKWH

SALE $599
$35 TRADE-IN

JVM1440WH

$199

$564

$999
$50 ALLIANT
$50 TRADE-IN

$899

TURNER APPLIANCE
2 Great Locations • 1(563) 461-8193

24 MOS.
0% INTERREST
ALL PROFILE
APPLIANCES

“We Service All Brands”

317 North 2nd St., Clinton, Iowa

(563) 242-6411
904 6th Avenue, DeWitt, Iowa
s r

r

TM

(563) 659-2848

Appliances
GE® Energy Star® 25.0
Cu. Ft.
Side-By-Side
Refrigerator with
Dispenser
• Upfront electronic
dial temperature
controls
• Adjustable slide-out,
spillproof glass shelves
• GE SmartWater™
filtration system
• FrostGuard™
technology
• Adjustable humidity
vegetable/fruit crisper
GSH25JFRW

GET UP TO $500
CASH BACK ON
SELECT GE
PROFILE
APPLIANCES
FREE NORMAL
INSTALLATION
AFTER REBATE
•When you purchase multiple eligible GE
Profile appliances get $100, purchase 3
appliances get $200, purchase 4
appliances get $300, purchase 5
appliances get $500. See store for details.
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Books and Crannies:

Advice to Keep Your Project Covered
Houseworks by Cynthia

The Outdoor Shower: Creative Design Ideas for
Backyard Living, from the Functional to the
Fantastic by Ethan Fierro
(Storey Publishing, $19.95) 2006

Townley Ewer
(DK ADULT, $16.95) 2006
Kitchen And Bath Idea Book

by Joanne Kellar Bouknight
and Andrew Wormer

Do-It-Yourself Family: Fun and Useful Home
Projects the Whole Family Can Make Together

(Taunton Press, $29.98) 2006

by Eric Stromer
(Bantam, $20) 2006

Good Green Kitchens

by Jennifer Roberts
(Gibbs Smith, $29.95) 2006
Chix Can Fix: 100 HomeImprovement Projects and True Tales
from the Diva of Do-It-Yourself by

Norma Vally
(Studio, $14.95) 2006
1,000 Best Quick and Easy Organizing
Secrets by Jamie Novak
(Sourcebooks, $12.95) 2006

Sheetrock & Shellac: A Thinking
Person's Guide to the Art and Science of
Home Improvement by David Owen
(Simon & Schuster, $24.95) 2006
Apartment Therapy:
The Eight-Step Home Cure by

Maxwell Gillingham-Ryan
(Bantam, $14) 2006

Since 1882

Organic
Housekeeping: In Which the Non-Toxic
Avenger Shows You How to Improve Your
Health and That of Your Family, While You
Save Time, Money, and, Perhaps, Your
Sanity by Ellen Sandbeck
(Scribner, $30) 2006
Candice Olson on Design

by Candice Olson
(HGTV, $19.95) 2006
Your Green Home: A Guide to Planning a
Healthy, Environmentally Friendly New Home

Mother Earth News Wiser Living
Series by Alex Wilson
(New Society Publishers, $17.95) 2006

1501 North 2nd Street, Clinton, Iowa 52732
(563) 242-0561
fullertonlumber.doitbest.com

FREE ESTIMATES & DELIVERY
STORE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.; Sat. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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… count on us for quality building
supplies. Good results begin with a
solid foundation, and that requires
the right materials for the job.
That’s why professionals and do-ityourselfers alike trust us for a
comprehensive selection of tools,
hardware, lumber and supplies.
Plus, our selection, service and
knowledgeable staff are the best
in the business!

A Reputation Built on
Quality... for Over 58 Years

Building Supplies
Paint & Decorating
Windows & Doors
Plumbing Supplies
Electrical Supplies & Fixtures
Builder’s Hardware
Hand & Power Tools
Kitchen & Bath

BRINKMAN
BUILDING CENTER
915 2nd St., Fulton, IL
1-815-589-3100 or 1-800-232-3353
Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00; Sat. 8:00-4:00; Closed Sunday

www.brinkmanbuildingcenter.com

Lumber & Decking
Lawn & Garden Supplies
Architectual Planning

